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Overview
                                               
With the age of 164s going on 30 years, many
owners are facing corrosion problems in the
original brake lines. You should inspect your
car from underneath for excessive brake line
corrosion and replace those that are
questionable. In my case the corrosion was in
the right rear line just above the fuel filler pipe
and hard to see. While the rest of the line was
in excellent shape it only take a little corrosion
to make a hole.

So, if you're losing brake fluid, even a little,
you need to check around for seepage and
leaks. Since the brakes and clutch systems share a reservoir, the fluid loss could be from either (or 
both). When my line broke it was fine until I braked harder than usual one time, then the 
rusted/corroded line let go and brake fluid shot out of the hole under high pressure, the pedal went 
almost to the floor, and braking action grossly reduced.

Replacing the brake hard lines on the Alfa 164 ranges from easy to hard depending on the location. In 
the rear, replacement is relatively easy due to good access and few bends and obstacles. In the front it's 
likely to be much harder, especially with the anti-lock plumbing snaking it's way through the engine 
bay. Another consideration is whether you need to replace the entire line end-to-end, or only a section 
of the line. While it's always better to replace the line end-to-end, that might not be feasible on some 
lines. So, replacing just the bad section might be the best way to go. Of course, this will involve putting
a joint(s)/union(s) in the line, but if flared and installed correctly, it will be strong and long-lasting. So 
it could be a new section in the middle which would need two union joints or just an end which would 
require a single union joint, plus flaring the end to mate into the existing socket.

The dreaded "might-as-wells" . . . . If you're cracking the system open and will have to bleed it anyway,
this would be a good time to install new flexible lines to the calipers as well as replace the calipers 
themselves unless in good condition. 

If the rear calipers with the complex parking brake adjustment mechanism are old, chances are the 
parking brake lever and its shaft on the bottom of the caliper is corroded to the point it hardly moves, 
despite the coil return spring you will see there. This can cause a dragging brake with its associated 
huge heat buildup, or even brake seizure. This is common in the 164. So, if in doubt, replace it. And as 
far as the flexible brake lines go, they deteriorate from the inside, so just because they look ok outside, 
that's not a reliable indicator of their serviceability. If you still have your original brake hoses, you're 
living on borrowed time. A busted flexible line is going to dump a lot of brake fluid out and negate 
braking action on two wheels. Not a good spot to be in. 
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Alfa 164 OEM Brake Tubing Specifications:

Tubing: 4.75mm steel (3/8" line is identical) 
Tube nuts:  Steel 10mm. (There are two 12mm tube nuts on the rear of the lines running from
the front to the rear of the car and into the Rear Brake Proportioning Valve between the rear wheels. 
These tube nuts are intentionally different to prevent hooking them up incorrectly into the 4-port 
Proportioning Valve.
Tubing end flares: ISO DIN Bubble-Flare (European type)
Brake fluid type: DOT 4

Types of Brake Line Flares & Joints

There are two main types of brake line
flares. See illustration.

1. ISO DIN Bubble-Flare. Also commonly
called the European type. This is the type
used on the Alfa Romeo 164's system.

2. SAE Double-Flare. This flare is
commonly used on US made cars. 

Both flares are strong and long-lasting, but
they are not compatible with each other. In a
single joint, you have to use one or the
other. 

That said, if inserting a union joint into the
system when replacing just a section of
tubing, then a Double-Flare is certainly
acceptable, since it's doesn't have to make
with a Bubble-Flare socket. 

Another flare you may hear of is a Single-Flare. This type of flare is NOT strong and is NOT approved 
for use in hydraulic braking system. DON'T even think about using it for brakes. DO NOT use 
Compression Joints either. While the hydraulics in a braking system only produce about 800lbs of 
pressure under normal braking, it can produce 2000 lbs of pressure under hard braking. 

Any component that you use in a braking system MUST be approved and marked for use in automotive
braking systems. Hardware store components are absolutely forbidden, no matter how similar they 
may look. 

Problems you may face

1. Seized components, namely tube nuts. Not only could be nuts be seized in their threads, but the 
brake tubing is likely corroded/seized inside the tube nut itself, thus preventing the tube nut from 
turning out of the threads even it the threads aren't seized. 
2. Damage to tube nuts while removing them. 2



The key to a successful job is having your components and supplies on hand . . . and  patience. Try not 
to "go nuclear" on seized components until all other options are eliminated. Think creatively. . . 
Like . . . If you're not saving the line anyway, why not just cut it and use a much more effective six-
point socket on the tube nut rather than take a chance that a flare nut wrench will round the flats? Or, if 
the tube nut going into the flexible hose is seized by the pipe (and you want to save the pipe), why not 
disconnect the hose from the caliper and twist the flexible line off the tube nut instead of vice-versa?

Tools/Supplies

1. Flare nut wrenches. 10, 11, and 12mm. Do NOT use open end
wrenches, as they will always round off the flats on the tube
nuts. The tube nuts themselves are relatively soft metal. A good
flare wrench give you the best chance of removing the tube nuts
without damage, as long as they are not seized-solid. 

2. Good pair of Vice Grips or a bolt extractor tool like the Irwin
Bolt Grip. Note, I said a GOOD pair on Vice-Grips. Ones with
sharp jaw teeth, not a worn-out set. Vice Grips or Bolt
Extractors will be used if you have to get "Medieval" on the
fittings due to damaged flats.

3. 17mm Open-end wrench. Flexible line fitting that the hard line tube nut (11mm flare wrench) screws
into.

4. 10mm, 11mm, 12mm Deep well sockets. 

5. Bubble Flaring tool or Double Faring Tool, depending on if you're
replacing a section or end. If you get a stock size with Bubble-Flares
already made at both ends for a full line replacement, you won't need
the tool. Be advised that most auto parts stores have loaner tools, but
probably will only have the tool for doing a standard USA Double-
Flare and NOT a European Double Flare tool. The tools are different,
so KNOW which one you are getting. 

Some tools are bulky and others are small and designed for making
flares on existing tubing installed on the car. Eastwood and Napa have these smaller compact tools. 

Kits that do both Double-Flares and Bubble-Flares are about $50. I'm not going to cover making flares 
in this guide. There are good YouTube videos on how to do that. If you going to make your own flares, 
I recommend strongly that you buy an extra length of tubing to practice on
before flaring your real piece. Also you probably want to flare your final
piece before you start bending it. Also, put your flare nuts on, correctly
oriented, before flaring!!!

6. Tubing cutter (if not using a professional preformed replacement or a
stock section from the auto parts store). When making flares, the ends of the
tubing must be cut very straight. A tubing cutter ensures a square and clean
cut. DON'T use a hacksaw to cut tubing. About $6 at NAPA or Harbor
Freight.                                3



7. Brake line bending tool. Available in auto parts stores or Harbor Freight.
This tool helps greatly in make even bends and preventing kink damage.
About $10 at Harbor Freight.

8. CRC Freeze-Off.  Penetrating oil with thermal
freezing affect.

9. PB Blaster penetrating oil or equivalent.

10. BrakeKleen brake parts spray cleaner.

11. DOT 4 Brake Fluid. 24 oz minimum for each wheel
done.

12. Rags and a pan to catch dripping brake fluid. Do
NOT get brake fluid on paint. Don't touch the paintwork
with your hands if they have brake fluid residue on
them. 

Parts

1. Tubing. As referenced before OEM lines are NLA. OEM lines are soft steel. However, now, Copper-
Nickel lines are DOT approved and perfectly acceptable. Stock steel lines are more commonly 
available at most auto parts stores, but Advance Auto stocks pre-flared lengths of NiCopp (Copper-
Nickel) tubing. Both the steel and NiCopp lines are easy to form, NiCopp being somewhat easier and 
have the advantage of being more corrosion resistant.

NOTE: Copper-Nickel  (NiCopp) DOT approved brake line is NOT ordinary hardware store 
copper tubing. Ordinary copper tubing is NOT APPROVED for brake line use and is 
dangerously weak and WILL fail if used in a brake system. 

a. Professionally made/formed replacement lines are available from Trail Alfa (Dean Russell) in
Dearborn MI. Tel: 313-561-3327.  Dean makes his replacements out of NiCopp tubing.

b. Make your own. Advance Auto Parts sells short sections of NiCopp tubing w/Bubble Flares 
and 10mm tube nuts. NAPA only sells NiCopp in 25' rolls. Napa has steel tubing in a variety of short 
sections already Bubble-Flared with 10mm metric tube nuts. NAPA also sells 25' rolls of NiCopp.

Caution! . . . Don't expect the counterman to be knowledgeable about the types of tubing and flares 
used on the Alfa Romeo. You need to know exactly what you need and what it looks like walking into 
the store. The lines stocked in the auto parts store will be straight with the ends already flared. You will 
have to pick the one that is closest to the length you're replacing, but not shorter. 
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For example, the OEM right rear hard line is about 36" in serpentine end-to end length, so a 40" section
would have to be used. You could cut the 40" replacement to the exact length you need and re-flare one
end, or just make a couple of bends wider and use up the extra 4" and keep the factory end flares. I 
recommend keeping the factory flares whenever possible as they are going to probably be better than 
what you make yourself, and it saves the cost of the flaring tool or machine shop fee. 

c. Used salvage line. Not
recommended because the tube nuts are
probably boogered-up getting them off as
well as the tubing twisted and corroded. 

2. The tubing size is 3/16"/4.75mm and
the ends are "Bubble-Flare type"
(European). The 3/16" lines that you can
get at almost any auto parts store are an
excellent substitute, however, most will be
"Double-Flare" type that is used on most
American-made cars and will have 3/8"
tube nuts. They will NOT fit the Alfa,
which has Bubble Flares and 10mm
Tube Nuts.

Make sure that you get a brake line that is "  EUROPEAN,  "   "Bubble Flare"   with "  METRIC"   tube 
nuts (10mm x 1.0 tube nuts on each end of the line from the rear brakes proportioning valve to the 
caliper flexible hose).  (An except to this is the two 12mm tube nuts that go into the rear brake 
Proportioning Valve on the lines from the front of the car)

 The tag will likely say 3/16" or 4.75 inch tubing and they are virtually the exact same size, but the 
critical point is the tube nuts and the type of flare. Don't be fooled, because the 3/8" tube nuts will 
actually screw into the metric fittings (Proportioning Valve and Flexible Caliper Line sockets). 
However, they will feel very loose and will almost certainly strip out if you try and tighten them down 
in metric sockets. DON'T SCREW UP YOUR PROPORTIONING VALVE BODY THREADS. Those 
things are hen's teeth and hard and expensive to come by. 

In the case of the rear brake line tubing from the Proportioning Valve body to the Brake Calipers, both 
ends are 10mm tube nuts. 

Removing the Old Line

This is the hard part. Chances are the tube nuts have never been removed before and are corroded onto 
the tubing itself and also into the sockets. Often times, it's the tubing that prevents the tube nut from 
turning and not necessarily the socket threads. 
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There are numerous videos on YouTube on how to get stuck tube nuts out. Some good, some not so. 
YMMV.  This is what I recommend:

1. Soak the nuts in penetrating oil for a couple days before you try to remove them.

2. If you are not going to try and salvage any of the OEM line (like in the case of a break or terminal 
corrosion), go ahead and cut the tubing close enough to the tube nut so that you can get a six-point 
socket over it. Do NOT use a 12 point socket because you will likely just round-off the flats if putting a
lot of torque on it.

Cutting the tube has the advantage that the tubing seized inside the tube nut will not prevent the tube 
nut from turning, so you're only fighting the corrosion in the threads. Work the nut back and forth 
slightly as it loosens. If the tube nut won't budge with moderate torque, use heat and Freeze-Off before 
trying again. The objective is to NOT BOOGER the flats of the tube nut, until such time as you have no
choice but to go nuclear on it. Use Heat and Freeze-Off. Repeat as necessary. 

3. Salvaging the line. Use a flare wrench and try removing the tube nut with only light to moderate 
force AND make sure the wrench is square with the nut. If you feel or see the wrench turning without 
the tube nut, STOP. You're starting to booger the flats. Use Heat and Freeze-Off. Repeat as necessary. 

4. Hard Line to Flexible hose. Remove the clip that holds the flexible line socket in the small body 
bracket. Use torch heat/Freeze-Off as necessary.

a. If salvaging the hard line   and   flexible hose: Use a 17mm open end on the flexible line end 
and a flare wrench on the hard line. Hold the flare wrench stable and put the torque on the flexible hose
end with the other wrench. The flexible hose end is bigger and has much harder steel and you won't be 
fighting seized tubing inside the tube nut, thus taking more of a chance on damaging the flats on the 
tube nut. Work the flexible hose fitting back and forth slightly. Once loose, work the tube nut on the 
hard line to try and break the nut free of the hard line itself. If no luck, you can take the brake caliper
off and unscrew the flexible hose off the caliper, then off of the hard line tube nut. 

b. If not salvaging the hard and/or flexible hose, cut which ones are appropriate and use six 
point deep well sockets. If replacing both the hard line and flexible hose, cut them and just pull the 
whole joint out of the body clip and toss it. 

5. Badly damaged flats on tube nuts. Here's where you're going to get medieval with the Vice Grips or 
Bolt Extractor. Bear-down and show that tube nut who's boss. Again, working it back and forth (Vice-
Grips) a little at at time seems to help a lot. Heat and Freeze-Off are still your friends. Use liberally.  

Heat and Freeze-Off

Using a MAPP (hotter than propane) gas home-torch, heat the area around the nut to expand the socket 
around the tube nut. When using heat on the Proportioning Valve body, be careful not to heat it too 
much. I don't know how much it takes to damage the valve, so be moderate. The valve body is a pretty 
good chuck of iron, so it probably takes a while for the heat to soak through past the tube nut socket. 
On other sockets, just be careful of the surrounding components. Once hot, take the Freeze-Off and 
spray the tube nut to contract it from around the hot socket, and hopefully break the seizure. 
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Go ahead and try moderate force again. Rinse and repeat as necessary. A good technique is to work the 
tube nuts back and forth slightly as you try and loosen them to break the seizure. Don't be surprised if, 
even after the seizure is broken loose, that the tube nut still needs light to moderate tool force to 
unscrew. 

Forming a New Hard Line

1. IMPORTANT. Before you start forming the new line from a piece of straight stock, make sure that 
the tube nuts are at the ends of the tubing and up against their respective flares. Tape them there so they
don't slip back down the tube. If you start bending the tube with both tube nuts at one end, you're going 
to be a contender for the dunce of the day award and another trip to the parts store. 

2. Set the old line on the bench. If you cut it, tape it back
together with the correct orientation. If your replacement
tube is longer than the old one, decide on where you're
going to do some wider/longer bends to eat up the
excess length. Use the bending tool as necessary
(especially for U-bends) a little at a time using the old
line as reference and go back and check rough fit on the
car. You don't want the line to rub against the body work
or anything else that could damage it. 

3. Once you're satisfied with the forming. Install it on
the car. You will likely have to still do some hand
forming to get the fit right. Be careful to not scoop up
crud in the tubing ends that would enter the hydraulic
system. Some tape or vinyl cap of the ends of the tube
would work to keep dirt out. An important issue to make
sure that the tubing goes into the tube nut sockets
unstressed and square, and not at any stress angle. This is
to ensure a good seal once the tube nut is tightened
down. 

4. I recommend using anti-seize on the tube nuts (NOT in
the socket threads). You don't want anti-seize compound getting in the system. Do not use teflon tape. I 
don't know if it will help, but I put RTV around the tubing where it enters the tube nut to keep water 
and corrosion out of there as well and prevent future seizing of the tube to the tube nut. Same around  
where the tube nut threads enter their socket. 
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Replacing just a middle section of OEM tubing in-situ.

1. If you're doing this, you'll need a flaring tool, two unions and four tube nuts. Use ONLY brake line 
rated unions and tube nuts. Since it won't be mating to any OEM Bubble-Flare sockets, you can use 
Double-Flares and standard USA 3/8" unions/flare nuts. Since the whole reason for doing this is to not 
have to deal with seized ends, you'll have to do the flares in-situ. There are several good flaring tools 
that allow you to do this. Eastwood looks like a good one. It has a handle on the die to hold it steady 
while making the two operations of the flare. NAPA also has one, however the one I got was poorly 
machined and the die divot where the first flare is formed was not symmetrical and would not make a 
good flare. I took it back for exchange, but all the others NAPA had in the store had the same defect. If 
able, when you buy your tool, examine it closely. Harbor Freight sells a kit, but it's pretty hit and miss 
with minimum acceptable quality. I'd say spend $15 more and get a good quality tool. 

2. If you're going to replace one end of the OEM line, you'll need to put a Bubble-Flare on it to match 
the OEM socket. The DIN ISO (European) Bubble-Flare tool is a different than the SAE (USA) 
Double-Flare tool, so be aware of that. You'll also will likely not find it locally for sale and end up 
having to get it off the web. Your local machine shop can likely put it on there for you as well. BUT, be 
very specific about wanting the European Bubble-Flare and NOT the USA Double-Flare. They sound a 
lot alike when you say them out-loud, so be specific and exact. 

3. CAVEATS: Do NOT under any circumstances use compression fittings or single-flares. Single flares
are not DOT approved and are weak. When tightening them down it the sockets, they often times crack 
the flare (which you can't see when it happens). Compression fittings are ok for air brake systems, but 
not hydraulic brake systems. Compression fitting can crack under high pressure. They also develop 
leaks and are not legal in some states, regardless of supposed DOT approval. Don't use them no matter 
how easy they look to install or what anyone tells you. 

4. Salvaging an otherwise good hard line but with a boogered-up tube nut. Once the nut is free, you 
may be able to reuse it, but it'll have to go back on with Vice-Grips. This is pretty ghetto-redneck, but 
may work. Not recommended except as an expedient and temporary procedure. If there is enough 
straight pipe behind the boogered tube nut, you may be able to push it back on the tubing enough to get 
flaring die clearance, cut just the very end flare off, remove the old nut and reinstall a new one, then re-
flare the tube end. Bending the tubing to make that happen then back again into shape may weaken the 
tube, but that's a judgment call on your part. 
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Bleeding the system

You will obviously have to bleed the brake system on
that wheel, at least. Make sure the brake fluid reservoir
has fluid in it so air doesn't enter the system in to the
master cylinder. I recommend the use of one-way check-
valve brake bleeders in place of the stock ones. Makes it
very easy to bleed the brakes by yourself. But keep in
mind that vacuum type bleeders that use vacuum to pull
fluid through the system will not work with the check-
valve type bleed nipples because the vacuum cannot
overcome the spring pressure in the check-valve. Use
one or the other, but not both. 

Also, be aware that in order to bleed the rear brakes, the
car must be sitting on it's suspension and not on jacks.
This is to make the rear brake proportioning valve work
normall. With one or both wheels off for access to the bleed nipple, simply get some solid pieces of 
wood about 7" high and lower the rear wheel hub knuckle onto it and let the car settle onto the springs. 
DO NOT lower the car onto the wood using the trailing arms. Use only the solid steel hub knuckle.

Disclaimer:

This guide is for informational purposes only and should not be considered authoritative. Like the 
steering system, brakes are a critical safety element of your car. If you don't feel confident in your 
ability and knowledge, you should seek out a qualified mechanic to perform the work. 

For comments or suggestions, PM me on the AlfaBB.com
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